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Aces of the luftwaffe ps4 trophy guide

Base 25 trophies • 1,260 points Legend SkiesCollect All Ace of Luftwaffe Trophies! 3.4% ultra-rare 18.84% rare veteran war end of all Allied campaign levels in difficulty hard 4.6% ultra-rare 20.03% unusual public slave all additional missions of allied campaign at least once 8.0% very rare 28.94%
overcame unusual compact Off all allied squadron abilities 4.2% super rare 19.35% rare no MercyFinish level 5-4 of Allied campaigns without any enemy survive 4.5% super rare 22.26% unusual without PanicFinish level 3-1 of Allied campaigns without creating any 6.7% extremely rare 27.74% unusual
warning without ScratchesFinish level 1-4 of allied campaigns without receiving any damage 5.9% extremely rare 26.37% unusual Ace AttackDefeat 5 different aces Luftwaffe 17.0% rare 38.87% unusual natural selectionDefeat 20 different types of enemy aircraft 40.0 3%Rare 58.90%Joint Squadron
XFinish Chapter 4 of allied campaign 18.7%Rare 40.75% Unusual Freedom Fighters End Allied Campaigns 10.3% Extremely Rare 30.99% Unusual Private FleetUnlock 5 New Aircraft Models for Your Pool 10.7% Very Rare 29.11% unusual with greetings from HellBurn Down 1500 aircraft with
flamethrower power up to 8.3% extremely rare 24.83% unusual Precision CuttingDestroy 200 aircraft with any laser power up to 2 12.6% extremely rare 32.02% unusual mass killingDestroy 35 enemies Within 1 second 15.4% rare 33.05% unusually unfriendly TouchDestroy aircraft 125 with crashes to
them 36.3% rare 49.14% master engineeringRepair 30000 hitpoints of winged aircraft Its 30,000-point hit of its winged aircraft 3 28.0% rare 48.97% unusually un forgotten 1st game over 65.9% common 70.89% common Battle BornShoot down 10,000 aircraft. 13.9% Extremely Rare 33.56% Unusual Pilot
Training Squadron Level 30 23.4% Rare 43.32% Unusual Action HeroShoot Down 700 Aircraft With Ability to activate 14.9% extremely rare 33.73% unusual SubmissiveAccomplish 20 missions extra 25.7% rare 46.75% unusual live team dream level without miss Giving each winged 45.2% a rare 68.32%
KeepersDiscover subscriber and collecting large hidden coins 83.7% common 90.75% common death from AboveDestro y 50 ground units 22.7 per cent rare 42.64 per cent unusual loftwaffe squadron aces - Nabelgshoader 128 owner 6 trophies • 195 ace points NightmareDefeat all boss enemies in
extreme difficulty! 0.8%Super Rare 11.70% Rare Ghost ShepardDefeat Commander Crow Without Allowing Him to Improve! 2.2% ultra-rare 21.21% unusual Iron GeneralFinish all campaign-driven levels! 3.3% super rare 25.60% unusual dark PassengerDefeat as many enemies as possible with dark
holes! 5.1% very rare 30.72% unusual Bird WhispererDefeat as many crow soldiers as possible! 11.5% very rare 44.62% fear your FearsCollect unusual face while Siegfried is hallucinating! 6.0% very rare 35.84% unusual 10 hours ago 13 hours ago 18 hours ago related to fiction and unacceptable. Boss
Season 5 is by far the hardest part of the game, and Requires some serious dodging skills, especially during the final stage. I very strongly suggest having your health and primary weapon both updated to Level 4 on The Beast plane before you attempt this boss. It's definitely doable without but it's very
challenging even with. You go through a number of phases with the boss, alternating between shooting 4 your guns and the front of the plane. First off, pull out one of his guns, then head to the far left center of the screen to shoot down the front of the enemy plane. While there, you will have a small space
where to dodge bullets and oncoming missiles. I suggest moving a little closer to the boss, so the missiles will get closer to you sooner and then you can go back to firing at them more easily. After you've done enough damage, he'll enter the next step once again, pushing a gun through him, pointing out
that he'll go to the top left of the screen and circle around you (use this time simply Dodge). After winning the second gun, he will say watch out for his six, pointing to the back of your head. Make sure you are not on the far left side of the screen when this happens, as he will run you, causing immediate
death. When the boss starts moving to the right of the left side of the screen, note that there will be a repair drop coming from the right. I suggest avoiding it if you can, as long as you made your way to the left side of the screen. He will start shooting full-screen volleys at you, with small holes that you can
dodge through. Try to use these three times, then make your way to the left side of the screen. You can damage the boss during this stage, though it's not 100% clear if doing so actually helps in the long run, so focus more on getting any damage, as you won't be getting any more supply drops for the rest
of the fight. After that step, take another gun, and the game will get you to fly out. Instead, I suggest that you head down the right side of the screen. He will start shooting full-screen Foleys again, but his right area is a safe spot. You still need dodged explosive bullets that come from the 360-degree turd
behind the plane. Look to open up at the bullets and when they happen their way through they are left to the left of the screen to do some damage to the front of the boss. It took a number of runs to get enough damage on to move him from this stage. The last step is by far the hardest. I was able to reach
the final stage regardless of any damage (I almost did this in the video below) but I found it impossible to hit at all at the last stage (I'm sure it might technically but will be very difficult). After you get the last gun, the boss starts firing a huge burst of green that will explode into the many bullets that fly in all
directions. Basically, you want to be away from them. Blast as much as possible so you can push through a hole in them. It's very difficult to get hurt while also dodging this bullet so I suggest playing it safe and damaging him only when you find an opportunistic moment. Do enough damage to the boss's
front and he will explode in typical fashion, rewarding you with 1,000+ medals (OK!). Check out the video below to see how to beat Season 5 Boss: Boss:
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